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Language : Simple present, simple past or present perfect? 

Subject: Depression 

 

 

 A- beginner. VOCABULARY. Complete the sentence with the correct 
word. 

 
bout quit withdraw disturb 

 1. Depression can _________________ sleep; you might sleep too 
much or not enough. 

 2. His mood became worse. He even __________________ his job and 
is now unemployed. 

3.  He had a severe __________________________ last year, from March until June. 

4.  He began to _____________________ from family and friends.  
 
 

B-intermediate. GRAMMAR: You are talking to a patient who might be depressed. Choose the correct grammar 
forms from the choices in bold in brackets. 

1. Do you still   (feel  /  felt  /  have felt tired)  when you wake up in the morning? 

2. (Do you have   /   Did you have   /   Have you had)    issues with depressions in the past? 

3. How (is your appetite / was your appetite / has your appetite been) recently?  

4. (Do you speak / Did you speak / Have you spoken) with the counsellor last week?  

C-advanced. CORRECT THE ERRORS. Below, a patient is talking about their experience with 
depression.  There are 6 errors of grammar or word form (verb, noun, adjective, adverb) in the text 
below. Find and correct them. 

 
“I remember June, 6 years ago—a low point in my life. I wouldn’t socialised with friends and I would 

put off family get-togethers. My family insisted I see someone to get help. Finally, I were diagnosed 

with severe depression. The scariest thing I found about it is the effect it has on every aspect of your 

live. I would sit in my room and cry no reason at all, thinking, “What’s the point of being here?” Then I 

found out that it wasn’t not just ‘all in my head’. I had a real ill.  

Finally, in my personal life, the important people knew. But I didn’t spoke about it at work. I was 

concerned that if I told my bosses and colleagues I had depression, it would hamper my profession 

progress.” 

  

A. 1.disturb  2.quit  3.bout  4.withdraw   B. 1.feel  2.Have you had   3.has your appetite been   4. Did you speak  C. I wouldn’t socialise with friends… 
/Finally, I was diagnosed… / …every aspect of your life. / I had a real illness. / But I didn’t speak about it at work.  / …hamper my professional progress. 


